Vivek and Tri-gunas are very important concept in Indian Philosophy. Oriental literature considers these two factors as fundamental to our personality. Samkhya Philosophy considers Tri-gunas as an integral part of our personality. Our behaviour is determined by characteristics of tri-gunas. Vivek also influences our decision making behaviour and tri-gunas do interact with wisdom orientation to influence our behaviour. My research work focuses on the effect of age, sex and tri-gunas on discriminating wisdom orientation (Vivek).

The present study is divided into six chapters. Chapter one is 'Introduction' which deals with conceptual clarification and tells about previous studies. Chapter two deals with objective of the study, specific problems and hypotheses. Chapter three deals with the methodology.

Chapter four tells about results. This chapter also discusses the results regarding orientations towards valence, attitude, belief of control and subjective norm and social concern.

Chapter five gives a brief derivation about discriminating wisdom orientations and tri-gun. Chapter six, the chapter summarizes the findings.
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